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Basic structure of the model

Each occupation is characterized by a number of 
• Employed workers
• Unemployed workers   
• Vacancies

• “Realized” labour demand:  # Employed workers + # vacancies
• “Target” labour demand:  Given exogenously (how many workers 

are needed given the state of automation technologies)



Separations and vacancies

Adjustment towards target demand: (roughly) 

If !"#$%&"' < )#!*"):    open vacancies
If !"#$%&"' > )#!*"):   separate workers

In addition, we also open vacancies and separate workers 
independently and at random



Search and matching

Job search: each unemployed worker:
• Considers all “accessible” vacancies
• choses one, with probability proportional to 

the “ease of mobility”, as encoded by the 
network of empirical transitions

Matching of applications and vacancies: 
For each vacancy, one application is chosen 
uniformly at random  (if possible)

Inaccessible

Very likely

Unlikely

Likely



Search and matching

Job search: each unemployed worker:
• Considers all “accessible” vacancies
• choses exactly one, with probability 

proportional to “ease of search” as encoded 
by the network of empirical transitions

Matching of applications and vacancies 
For each vacancy, one application is chosen 
uniformly at random (if possible)



• Simulations of the agent based model
• “Object-oriented” program in Julia
• Empirical mobility network
• 100,000 agents

• Numerical solution of master equations
(only approximate but much faster)
• Closed-from solution for key quantities in simple cases

Methods of analysis
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What share of work will be automated in each occupation ?

Probability of automatability Suitability for machine learning

• We assume that people work less hours, so the total number of 
available jobs in the economy stays constant

Frey & Osborne, 2017 Brynjolfsson, 
Mitchell & Rock, 
2018

Two rather different estimates of the ease with which tasks in an 
occupation can be performed by machines. 
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Of course, the more 
automation, the higher 
unemployment
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High automation: 
mobility frictions make 
things worse
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With mobility constraints: 
Occupations with the same 
level of automations have 
different unemployment 
rate
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• Network determines unemployment 
• As compared to no mobility constraints:
• Occupations at high risk of automation are even worse 

off
• Automation has more dramatic effects on long-term 

unemployment than on unemployment

• Caveats and further work: Labor supply dynamics, wages, 
aggregate growth and demand, etc.

Conclusion


